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 Word bank:
 blank        honk  drank  thank
 wink        stink  think  drink

Write the spelling word from the word bank that matches each picture.
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There are letters missing in each word below. Print the complete word on the blank line
beside each word with missing letters.

T _  _ NK _ L _ NK
 _ HIN _ _ I _ K
_ O _ K D _  _ NK
 _ RIN _ ST _  _ K

A. drank B. drink C. think D. honk E. stink F. blank
G. wink H. thank

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled
word in the space by the question number.

believe
A. THUNK   B. THYNK   C. THIHK   D. THINK

empty space
A. BLANNK   B. BLYNK   C. BLANKE   D. BLANK

flutter
A. WINK   B. WHINK   C. WINKE   D. WINH

bad smell
A. STINKE   B. STUNK   C. STINK   D. STENK

beep
A. HONNK   B. HOZK   C. HONK   D. HONF

guzzled
A. DRANB   B. DRANKE   C. DRANK   D. DRAZK

show appreciation
A. THAPK   B. THAVK   C. THANKE   D. THANK

beverage
A. DRINK   B. DRRINK   C. DRIJK   D. DRIRK
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Read the paragraph and circle the misspelled words. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word on the lines below.

My brother, Nate, was graduating from 8th grade, so we were having a party for him!
We heard a “hawnk” in the driveway, and knew that the first person was here to help
us celebrate. I went to say hello, but had to plug my nose. “Ew, what is that stnk???”
I asked Mom. “It smells like Uncle Bob’s car need a wash. Oh well, we don’t have to
stay out here long,” she said. We all said hi, then went inside to grab a drenk. “Sorry
about the smell,” Uncle Bob said with a weenk. “I thinuk a skunk sprayed my car!”
More guests came, and Nate made sure to thannk them all for coming. They signed
the blanke poster for Nate, and we all ate, draank, and talked the night away!

1_____________ 2_____________ 3_____________

4_____________ 5_____________ 6_____________

7_____________ 8_____________

Write a sentence for each spelling word.

honk
_________________________
_________________________

thank
_________________________
_________________________

drink
_________________________
_________________________

think
_________________________
_________________________
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Below the blank puzzle grid is a list of words. Place the words in the correct place on
the grid. Tip: Start with letter sizes that have the fewest words. So if there are only 2
words with 7 letters and 5 words with 4 letters, try placing the 7 letter words first.

4 Letters
honk
wink

5 Letters
thank
drink
stink

think
drank
blank




